How to Prepare a Budget for SBIR/STTR Proposals

NO COST TO ATTEND | REGISTRATION REQUIRED

The budget may not directly impact the technical and commercial review of a proposal, but it will always be taken into consideration for overall funding decisions. Make sure yours is well crafted and supports the work proposed. Your goal is to keep it real, keep it accurate and keep it honest. This session will walk through the development of a project budget. Items covered will include what costs need to be included, how to write a budget justification, can the company afford to pursue this project, what indirect rate should be used and more.

Presenter: Shannon Bass, Principle Consultant, BBC Entrepreneurial Training & Consulting

OCT 24, 2019 | 10-11am | WEBINAR

REGISTER HERE: wichita.edu/BudgetPreparationforSBIRProposals